RIFF RAFF
MUSIC COMPETITION BASED ON THE POPULAR TELEVISION SHOWS ‘NAME THAT TUNE’, ‘DON’T FORGET THE LYRICS!’
Newlyweds choose the members of the two opposing teams. They have to guess the titles and authors of different songs basing on
the guitar riffs played by the band. Participants can demonstrate their knowledge of songs by singing recognized tunes.
Newlyweds act as judges.

COMPLIANCE TEST (THE SHOE GAME)
IN THIS COMPETITION THE MAJOR ROLE IS PLAYED BY NEWLYWEDS. THE PURPOSE OF A PLAY IS TO CHECK THE
CHARACTER COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN BRIDE AND GROOM
Newlyweds sit on the chairs back to back. Both the bride and groom receive two cards signed: bride – 'mąż' (husband) and 'ja' (I),
groom – 'żona' (wife) and 'I'. Then, the emcee asks questions such as ‘who said 'I love you' first?’, ‘who drives a car better?’, ‘who is
going to charge money?’, etc. Bride's and groom's task is to answer the questions by holding up one of the cards. The answers are
often surprising and humorous.

FIGURE DANCE CONTEST (only in one language)
COMPETITION FOR MIXED PAIRS
Competitors are paired up. The band plays dance rhythms. When the music stops the competitors have to perform commands
announced by the emcee. The Master or Mistress of Ceremonies mentions some parts of the body that dancers must put on the
dance floor (‘three legs and two arms’, ‘two legs and two hands’, etc.). The play requires fitness and adroitness.

MEN DANCE CONTEST
DANCE COMPETITION ONLY FOR MALE PAIRS
Competitors are paired up. The band plays songs in different styles (tango, rock'n'roll, jive, disco, waltz). Guys dance to the rhythm
of the music presenting their dancing skills the best they can. Those who get the most applause will be the winner in the end.

CHAIRS FOR LADIES (SCAVENGER HOUNTS) (only in one language)
COMPETITION ONLY FOR LADIES
We invite few ladies to play. We place few chairs in the centre of the dance floor, arranged in a circle, backs inside, seats outside.
There is one chair less than the number of the players. All ladies dance around the chairs to the music. The leader (or Newlyweds)
asks them to fulfill a task when the music stops and removes a chair as soon as they’ve gone for their errand. The tasks are one per
round and they can be: to bring a right male shoe, a clock, a leaf, a spoon, etc. The last to arrive back from the task has no chair and
quits the game.

THE ZOO TRIP (only in polish)
A PLAY FOR FOURTEEN PEOPLE. BRIDE AND GROOM ACT AN ACTIVE ROLE AS TEAM LEADERS AND JUDGES AT THE SAME
TIME
Newlyweds and other competitors sit on the chairs placed in two rows. They have assigned different roles: TATA (dad), MAMA
(mom), JACEK (son), WITEK (son), ZOSIA (daughter), AZOR (the dog), SŁOŃ (an elephant). The participants' task is to execute
their assigned roles by standing up and running around their teams. When they reach their place, they have to again sit down. The
fastest team wins the competition.
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